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Glenn Beck Presents: The Democrat's Hydra 
2:00, https://youtu be/si-vMj-FB88 
Nov 15, 2019, Draft 1.0 
This is NOT the Beck video referenced by Q Drop #3603 which is from Oct 3 2019  
Summary: How Soros & the State Dept are partnering to plan the takeover of nations including the US & to implement a 
socialist world government   
Note: This version does NOT have the CAPS but videos & images can be easily found in the video itself; see time markers. 
 
 
HISTORY 
Began with the Fabian Socialists & George Bernard Shaw [early eugenicist] 
Lots of socialist orgs: Intl Soc Union, Dem Socialists of America 25, Fed of European Progressive Studies, think tank wing, they 
fund a lot of socialist groups 25, they try to get socialists elected to EU  
G B Shaw - created London School of Economics (funded by Fabians?), closely wired to the gov't    ~26 
Tony Blair spoke in front of it, Soros graduated from there in 1954 with a philosophy degree 
 
Walter Lippman - member of NY socialist party 
hear end of WWI, worked on staff of Edward House, the closest advisor to Woodrow Wilson 
He has no official position and yet lived at WH 
Top secret group - Enquiry, Lippman designed post-WWI plans for the world 
Thought us could force Europe to do what they wanted bc europe would be bankrupt 
14 pts: plan for DS, League of Nations 
World's first attempted plan for world govt 
Paris Peace Conference: Enquiry members created the CFR [brainchild of Cecil Rhodes]   
Stated aim: to develop & influence govt policy (so it's outside of the gov't) 
CFR = perfect marriage betw academic & media to influence policy   ~31 
 
Fast forward to WWII 1939 
WWII was set up by Wilson's actions after WWI 
FDR was a Woodrow Wilson admirer 
Rockefellas funded 5yr project: War and Peace Studies (CFR-supported) 
they produced 682 classified memos for the State Dept which would shape american foreign policy for WWII just like Enquiry 
did for WWI  
Classified because they didn't want the people to know gov't $ >>> non-gov't org  
(State Dept collaborated with them) 
Org to campaign against isolationism, FDR wanted >>> Freedom House (Eleanor Roosevelt co-chair), funded by US govt but 
not a gov't org  
This was the first NGO getting govt money which wasn't part of the govt    ~0:34 
 
League of Nations failed, so they needed a new plan:  
1931: State Dept started a plan for new world org: the UN 
1943: During Tehran mtg, FDR sketched out the structure 
1944: CFR attended Dumbarton Oaks conference, where the UN was designed 
UN first Gen'l Secy was a socialist (Beck: "Score one for the Fabian Socialists") 
People don't want a world govt but socialists do   ~0:36 
 
EU: how did it happen?  
Began as a buffer against extremist nationalism 
EU: Paul Henri Spaak Member of the Socialist Belgian Labor party 
They like central control by experts 
Americans don't want to be the world's policeman 
but the govt wants nation building (lots of failed exampled listed: Korea, Cuba, Vietnam, Dominican Repulblic, Laos, Grenada, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Serbia, Afghanistan, Egypt) 
It never works out, why do we do it?? ~40 
 
1983: US govt forms a new org like Freedom House but "on steroids":  
NED (Natl Endowment for Democracy) = NGO 
Grantmaking foundation that gives our tax $ to promote "democracy" in other countries, NED is run by Socialists but must 
consult with State Dept  
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NED: real purpose to promote election interference & revolution? Sounds like it    ~42 
Additional mandates added: NED will consult with State Dept on foreign projects  
 
By 2008: our nation building was not working ~43 
That's when we got our first community organizer in chief: Barry (Barack) Obama 
He distracted us and dazzled us with hope while delivering "tons" of change 
New strategy: to make change country by country 
This was the beginning to Age of Irresponsibility 
When military pulled back, they used private military like Blackwater 
And also social media: do all the /comms/ on a global scale 
"And we can't control them--or can we?" ~0:45 
 
Samantha Power [see Beck clip from Fox 8 yrs ago] 
She is one of the main architects for remolding the world 
Her doctrine: the "responsibility to protect"  
Led to the development of the Global Center for the Responsibility to Protect  
Spawns that doctrine, it was Powers' idea to create the Open Society,  
Soros creates Open Society to fund it  
US actions in Libya are based on this doctrine   ~0:47 
 
DS is NOT a conspiracy theory 
It's an ingrained culture of unelected officials, 
Vast bureaucracy built over a century,  
Solid because it was built over time  
Didn't stop after Bengazi/Libya but changed course  
They are slowly heating up the world to create one-world gov't 
They are now pushing for socialism by touting democracy 
And we pay for it ~0:49 
 
 
PRESENT TIME: WHAT THE HOUSE IMPEACHMENT NARRATIVE IS LEAVING OUT 
 
Glenn's blackboard lists (CAP): 
1. US State Dept is colluding with NGOS to bring about revolution around the world 
2. The name of this revolution is "Civil Society 2. 0" 
3. Main non-gov't partner = Soros; he is protected by the Dems 
4. Whistleblower & others not being called: involved in CS 2.0 & are being protected by Dems 
5. Goal of CS 2: to create a shadow Justice system, rewrite constitutions, & pick elected leaders of each country 

All done without our knowledge--done in SECRET  
That's why it must go to the Senate--where they can call witnesses and all this can come out 
 
Two terms are everywhere in this effort:  
Civil Society, Open Society  
(real goal is socialist world gov't)    ~0:53 
How do they do it? 
Use civil society & open society groups to foment violent regime change  
They call this "spontaneous indigenous popular uprisings" 
Ukraine played a key role: discussed extensively in previous specials  
Downplayed Soros, because he didn't have the whole picture  
But he was funding an NGO in Ukraine alongside Obama admin:  
Anti Corruption Action Center [AKA Anti Corruption Action Bureau] 
It was being shielded by US State Dept and ambassador [Jovanovich] 
 
Video of a former Ukr. official working in Ukrainian prosecutor's office  
Says it was Soros' org that wanted the Prosecutor General out 
They tried to work with these Soros people to eliminate corruption 
but they would not cooperate 
People were protesting in the streets to get his boss fired 
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They used FB to push their agenda; protests in the street got worse 
Pros  General's office didn't know what was going on,  
why there were protests in the streets 
There was massive cooperation between protestors on the street and FB  
Ukr.  govt reached out to Soros org but they weren't interested; why were they so mad?  
This part of the story sent our research into a new direction: dark and deep    ~0:58 
 
2013, just b4 the Ukr. coup in 2014, Obama admin was already working with Soros 
Obama was supporting his NGOs, in the months leading up to the 2014 coup   
In 2013, Soros Int'l Renaissance Foundation was their primary financier  
But US Embassy was also "strangely" giving them tons of $  
2014 - 2017: two main sources of $ came from Soros & Obama admin thru USAID  
2018 - Trump halted $ from USAID 
But Soros stepped in to fund it--and US embassy resumed their funding role again 
Why is the embassy (and State Dept) working directly to fund George Soros?   ~0:59 
 
Current impeachment witnesses--WHO ARE THEY?? 
All are career diplomats; all were privy to what happened leading up to the Ukrainian coup 
This includes the whistleblower, "who every single person in Washington believes is 
Eric Ciaramella":  
a CIA analyst who was on the Nat'l Security Council during the Trump admin as a Ukrainian expert   
Was later kicked out of the WH for leaking and pushing Russian collusion narrative  
Worked directly with DNC operative Alexandra Chalupa,  
who was working with the Ukrainian embassy in US 
to dig up dirt on Donald Trump    
He also worked with Joe Biden; was his point man in Ukraine 
 
Why did Schiff decide, 5 days after GB's first special, that whistleblower did not need to testify? 
Why are they so scared of Trump "poking around" in Ukraine? 
Does it have anything to do with the financing of NGO's in Ukraine? 
Ukrainian prosecutor claims that they was $7 billion misappropriated  
What happened to it? 
Beck doesn't know officially [but looks likely it went to Soros; see below--ed] 
This must be answered in Senate trial  1:02 
 
Email chain obtained by FOIA: 
first email was sent by the alleged whistleblower to everyone listed (CAP)  
From Kate M Byrnes to Ciaramella, V Nuland, K Kavalec and others 
Has all the names but is otherwise entirely redacted; State Dept won't release    ~1:03 
Just one line is not: "Embassy Kyiv - coordinated with our USAID mission folks - will have detailed input tomorrow"   
from Christopher Anderson 
Who is he? Guy who testified against DJT at impeachment inquiry 2 weeks ago 
They're all connected!! 
But this is not just about Ukraine, there is a bigger focus here  
 
Name that popped up over and over: Alec Ross (CAP) 
Clinton's "21st Century Agenda"; Ross is involved 
He speaks of "remarkably disruptive change" (video clip)   ~1:05  
Goal: creating chaos to gain power   
Was going on under Obama admin; still going on now 
 
Public Diplomacy 2 0: Bush program to combat radical (Islamic) ideologies    ~1:06 
How  to launch social media campaigns to do this 
But soon after, Obama was elected  
So they changed Public Diplomacy 2.0 to Civil Society 2.0 (same as Open Society) 
Media spin: they promote democracy but that's fake--they promote the Left 
Real goal: to give State Dept and Soros more control  
They were actively training people to mobilize thru social media 
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Eric Ross (see vid on his FB page) re Civil Society 2.0:  
They use America's technology & innovation and put it to work 
in the service of our diplomatic goals by sending people to "tech camps,"  
where they get intensive training over 2 days of grassroots civil society orgs  
by  American tech experts"  
Beck: "I wonder if any of those groups are conservatives" [sarcastic]   ~1:09 
Goal: Civil Society 2.0 = training ground for foot soldiers of what came to be known as  
"spontaneous, indigenous uprisings" (only word that's not a lie is "uprisings") 
 
HRC in 2019 on civil society orgs speaking this year at Oxford U 
She advocates universal guaranteed income, carbon tax, wealth tax, breaking up companies & banks  
(Beck: "I thought she was the moderate one") 
[People like HRC are just covering for the radicals; when she talks to the elite, the mask is off] 
Is socialism the secret policy of the State Dept?  
Is the President nothing but a show piece? 
If State Dept is really promoting socialism and trying to be a secret gov't, they will destroy anyone who opposes them (e.g., 
POTUS)  ~1:13 
 
Video inside Ukrainian parliament before 2014 uprising 
Right now, the US State Dept is training people to start a revolution 
Alec Ross: he travels around the world  
started popping up in Ukraine late 2011 (CAP) 
Obama didn't want a strong Ukraine; that's why  
they wouldn't give them the weapons they needed to defense themselves 
They wanted Ukraine to be dependent on the Dems' hydra 
Ukraine is just an example; this is happening all over the world    ~1:16 
 
 
STEPS USED TO CARRY OUT A CIVIL SOCIETY PROGRAM 
 
STEP 1: Identify, train & fund Civil Society groups to mobilize 
This began Sept 11, 2012: designed for REVOLUTION-- to nurture chaos and collapse the regime 
Series of Alex Ross quotes showing  

1. Some of the things that I spoke about when I came into the [State] Dept--things like leaderless revolution or virtual 
organizations--might have been really edgy or a little off-center.... 

2. but after Tunisia & Egypt, nobody is questioning the abstraction of leaderless revolutions, certainly everybody understands 
the power of virtual, globally distributed organizations 

3. Instead of trying to create a new bureau, what we wanted was to build a  long-term institutional capacity  I leave feeling like 
the work has been fully institutionalized and the programs will live on   ~1:19 

[how the State Dept has come to promote Fabian socialist policies to destabilize & overthrow societies--ed.] 
Antifa, Occupy Wall Street: how can we shut them down, since there is no leader  
But no govt would tolerate them 
That's why they built it to run separately from the State Dept. 
 
Now we know why the US ambassador [Jovanovich] was telling  
Ukrainian Prosecutor Gen'l to keep their hands off the Soros NGO 
and various others with the State Dept  
Soros working with the State Dept: to them, it's not criminal, it's the plan  
It's also clear why there was "a CIA analysis" [Ciaramella] was involved in the USAID money going to Ukraine   
And clear why all the witnesses against Trump are from the State Dept & diplomatic core [see Ross quotes above]. 
 
STEP 2: When the opportunity emerges, US trained activists go into action 
examples: Tunisian fruit vendor set himself on fire; Ukrainian: former president sided with Russia 
 
STEP 3: The State Dept and their proxies actively support the opposition  
Under Obama, this was the admin policy  But now, it's become so institutionalized, it just goes into action  
THIS MUST BE REVEALED--so American public know  
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Victoria Nuland Asst Secy of State for Europe/Eurasian Affairs:  
travelled to Ukraine 3x during uprising in 2013  
Handed out cookies to revolutionaries  
They don’t care whether the revolutionaries are good or bad  
We will support them [because they destabilize the gov’t] 
Example: John McCain meeting with terrorists who became ISIS 
Good, because they wanted to overthrow Assad 
Natl Endowment for Democracy--spent over 3mil of our money in Ukraine for this   
This report is now scrubbed from their website 
Blaze will now release it on the web 
 
STEP 4: Once regime change has occurred, infiltrate the new government with hand-picked "Civil Society" leaders    ~1:24 
Victoria Nuland: caught in leaked conversation, discussing how the govt needed to manipulate who would become the next 
Ukrainian PM 
Despite being publically outed, they doubled down  
Obama protected the Anti-Corruption Action Centre: shadow justice system 
Nuland was in close communication with Soros (email chain): details how State Dept & Soros were working together in 
Ukraine 
 Includes the name of the whistleblower Eric Ciaramella  ~1:26 
 
This is the reason Schiff & others are so scared of naming the whistleblower:  
because his fingers are into EVERYTHING. 
Ciaramella has to testify—and he has to be protected from the DS 
 
The final piece: a doc that ‘sealed the deal’ on the theft of an entire country. 
Letter written by George Soros =  his comprehensive strategy for a new Ukraine 

 First, establish Anti-Corruption Action Bureau [talks about Manafort &  
other things that kicked Russia investigation into high gear] 

 Second, institute judicial reform  
 Third, rewrite the Constitution 

But there was a problem: the Ukrainian Parliament was slowing down his master plan 
However, after a year of preparation, pieces were in place for 
 radical reform program to create a "civil society" (one controlled by State Dept & Soros) 
So he did it--pulled it off   ~1:28 
In Ukraine, all the power would now be directly linked to US State Dept & Soros  
Sole financier for National Reform Council in Ukraine = Int'l Renaissance Foundation (Soros) 
 
Soros doesn't need more money; he wants power, not money 
[Beck plays Soros clip from 2004, where he reveals how to subvert  
"repressive regimes...which was a lot of fun" - from Beck's "The Puppet Master"] ~1:34 
POTUS’ July 25 phone call: mobilized hydra (thus revealing themselves) 
Trump is exposing this [DS] system thru this phone call 
 
Ross vid from c. 2012 (?): Revolutions in mid-East ("Arab Spring") 
We came, we saw, he died" - HRC's quote on Qaddafi. She laughed. 
Beck talks about how Qaddafi died--how he was beaten to death by the mob  
But HRC also thought the subversive stuff was kind of fun  
 
What happened next?  
Libya became major ISIS center 
Benghazi--State Dept was shipping guns to Syria  
Alex Ross "shop" in State Dept  was training NGOs and rebels in both countries (during Arab Spring) 
and giving them a means of communicating with one another  
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CIVIL SOCIETY 2.0: HOW IT’S EVOLVING 
 
Civil Society 2.0 began in 2009 
Initial focus on N Africa--trained Civil Society groups 
Shortly afterwards, the State Dept developed a classified report,  
"Presidential Study Directive 11" (Aug 2010): still classified   
Had do with "political reform" 
But an anonymous source talked generally about what it was about  
(sounds like subversion of poor youth via social media >>>  
luring them into training groups who promote regime change)  
Beck implores POTUS to declassify this directive  ~1:42 
 
Civil Society 2.0--on the ground a year before Arab Spring 
Called it a "spontaneous revolution" 
Funded by Freedom House and Nat'l Endowment for Democracy 
Beck: "What a coincidence" 
 
State Dept had a mtg a few mos after Obama was elected   
Who was there?  
The Egyptian activists who brought down the country,  
who were "taught to use social networking and mobile technologies to promote democracy"  
Leaked State Dept diplomatic cable confirms--now online  
Also reveals US embassy in Egypt was pressuring Egyptian gov't on behalf of protestors 
Steps 1-3 accomplished in Egypt  
Step 4 (infiltrating the criminal justice system) was harder  
bc the military was involved in the govt,  how to get around?  
Rewrite the Constitution   
Who was involved in it? Civil Society groups, e.g., Arabic Network for Human Rights (Soros funded) 
Mohammed ElBaradei was put in place; he's a trustee of Intl Crisis Group (Soros funded)  
Everything was in place for a take-over as in Ukraine 2014  But the military stopped it  ~1:45 
 
This Civil Society is still in place 
 Feb. 2012--another identical Civil Society project cropped up in Macedonia; $5mil  
Just like in Egypt and Ukraine; even after Trump was elected,  
$9 5mil was allocated to keep it going (by State Dept?)   
Funded translation of Alinsky's "Rules for Radicals" into Macedonian among other things  (CAP) 
Macedonia was trying to protect their borders (etc),  
so State Dept (shadow gov't) was trying to create problems  ~1:49 
 
Right now: Spontaneous Popular Uprisings - they're breaking out everywhere   
All sponsored by Soros, e.g., Chile   
Chili's free market govt has been a target of Soros for a long time (since 2010) 
Always the same: regime change and chaos in the streets Javiera Lopez - lead organizer  
She is with the Democratic Revolution, and wants to see the rewriting of the Constitution   
Soros-financed--along with our money   
Now they're poised to overthrow the gov't  ~1:53 
 
What about the US?  
Corruption is at highest levels ever   
Don't we need an anti-corruption bureau (like the Soros-funded one in Ukraine)?   
Couldn't protestors rise up to demand changes in our Constitution?   
It is happening here in the US; everything is done from the bottom up   
At the state and local levels; "It is horrific" 
 
This impeachment process is what made Beck fully understand what is happening here  
[Urges everyone to do their own homework--and to get actual docs, share w/friends] 
After the holidays, next special on “Hydra in Your Neighborhood” out in January 2020  
Tells people to pray for protection but not to add to the chaos  
Unless we are on His side, the Republic will perish  ~1:59 


